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[1] A significant portion of the ice discharge in ice sheets is drained through ice streams,

with subglacial sediment (till) acting as a lubricant. The known importance of horizontal
friction in shear margins to ice stream dynamics suggests a critical role of longitudinal
stresses. The effects of subglacial till and longitudinal stresses on the stability of an ice
sheet flow are studied by linear stability analysis of an idealized ice-till model in two
horizontal dimensions. A power law-viscous constitutive relation is used, explicitly
including longitudinal shear stresses. The till, which has compressible viscous rheology,
affects the ice flow through bottom friction. We examine the possibility that pure ice
streams develop via a spontaneous instability of ice flow. We demonstrate that this model
can be made intrinsically unstable for a seemingly relevant range of parameters and
that the wavelengths and growth rates that correspond to the most unstable modes are in
rough agreement with observed pure ice streams. Instabilities occur owing to basal friction
and meltwater production at the ice-till interface. The most unstable wavelength arise
because of selective dissipation of both short and long perturbation scales. Longitudinal
stress gradients stabilize short transverse wavelengths, while Nye diffusion stabilizes long
transverse wavelengths. The selection of an intermediate unstable wavelength occurs,
however, only for certain parameter and perturbation structure choices. These results do
not change qualitatively for a Newtonian ice flow law, indicating no significant role to
shear thinning, although this may very well be due to the restrictive assumptions of the
model and analysis.
Citation: Sayag, R., and E. Tziperman (2008), Spontaneous generation of pure ice streams via flow instability: Role of longitudinal
shear stresses and subglacial till, J. Geophys. Res., 113, B05411, doi:10.1029/2007JB005228.

1. Introduction
[2] Ice streams (IS) in Antarctica provide a drainage
system that covers merely 10% of the surface, yet accounts
for about 90% of the ice sheet discharge [Bamber et al.,
2000]. Pure IS (as opposed to topographic ones), such as
those at the Siple coast at the west Antarctica ice sheet, are
typically 50 km wide and 300 – 500 km long. Their average
thickness is 1 km and the flow velocity is 100– 800 m a1,
2 – 3 orders of magnitude faster than the meters per year
velocity of the surrounding ice sheet [Whillans et al., 2001].
The surface slopes of pure IS are 103 – 104 and they can
flow over a layer of subglacial porous sediment (till), which
is meters thick and can dilate due to meltwater and hence
facilitate sliding. These ice streams vary in time, at times
crossing the path of older inactive streams [Jacobel et al.,
1996], and it seems, therefore, that the location of these ice
streams is not dictated by the topography and that these
1
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streams can develop over a homogeneous base [Bentley,
1987]. In spite of their importance in both present and past
ice sheet dynamics, it is probably fair to state that a
fundamental understanding of the formation mechanism of
pure IS and the associated spatial scales is still incomplete.
[3] Kamb [2001] observed that subglacial deformation
accounts for 80 –90% of the motion in Bindschadler ice
stream but only for 25% of that of Whillans ice stream (both
IS at Siple coast). He also observed that the hydraulic
systems of the active and inactive Siple coast IS are very
similar. This implies that the formation and existence of
pure IS depends on additional controls to the basal meltwater presence and consequential sliding. The gravitational
driving forces due to the downslope weight of ice streams
may be largely balanced by friction due to longitudinal
stresses in the side shear zones of the ice streams, with the
rest balanced by bottom friction [Raymond et al., 2001;
Jackson and Kamb, 1997]. These 4 – 5 km wide shear zones
are visible at the IS margins, where intense deformation
gives rise to surface crevasses and fractures [Echelmeyer et
al., 1994]. The driving stresses of the Siple coast IS are
mostly substantially under 100 kPa along their flow line
[Bindschadler et al., 2001]. The IS shear zones, in comparison, can support shear stresses greater than 100 kPa, an
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order of magnitude more than the capability of basal
stresses in some cases.
[4] The purpose of this work is to study the possibility
that pure ice streams develop as a spontaneous instability of
ice sheet flow over a homogeneous base. More specifically,
we are interested in the role of longitudinal stresses in
combination with bottom processes in the development of
pure ice streams. Our approach is to use linearized stability
analysis of a uniform horizontal shear flow of a vertically
averaged ice flow model, overlying a layer of subglacial
sediment, in two horizontal dimensions.
[5] Previous studies approached some aspects of ice
stream formation using different methods. Fowler and
Johnson [1996, 1995] demonstrated a hydraulic run-away
mechanism of thermomechanically coupled flow based on
the positive feedback between sliding velocity and basal
meltwater production. This mechanism is closely related to
the instability studied in this paper. Given that ice stiffness
can change by 3 or more orders of magnitude as function of
the temperature [Paterson, 1994; Marshall, 2005] and that
this can result in an instability based on the positive
feedback between dissipation, temperature, and viscosity,
quite a few studies considered the role of thermoviscous
coupling in the formation and dynamics of ice streams
[Fowler and Larson, 1980; Nye and Robin, 1971; Clarke
et al., 1977; Yuen and Schubert, 1979]. However, these
studies typically ignored the cross-stream horizontal dimension and therefore cannot predict critical dynamical factors
such as the width of ice streams. Schoof [2006] developed a
variational approach to determine the spatial extent and flow
velocities of ice streamflow for a given ice sheet geometry
and distribution of basal yield stresses. Other numerical
studies included the cross stream horizontal dimension [e.g.,
Pattyn, 2003, 1996; Payne and Dongelmans, 1997; Saito et
al., 2006; Marshall and Clarke, 1997; Hubbard et al., 1998;
Ritz et al., 2001; Macayeal, 1992; Huybrechts et al., 1996;
Hulton and Mineter, 2000] and found interesting switching
behavior of ice stream-like features. Many of these studies
used the shallow ice approximation, which was called into
question in this context by recent work [Hindmarsh, 2006b,
2004b; Gudmundsson, 2003], and in those that solved the
full stokes problem, the model complexity makes it difficult
to isolate the role of longitudinal stresses.
[6] Hindmarsh [2004a] performed a thorough linear stability analysis of a horizontally uniform mean flow, in a
detailed three-dimensional thermoviscous coupled ice sheet
model based on the shallow ice approximation (SIA), as
function of horizontal wavelengths. Hindmarsh [2006b]
then found that the use of the SIA can bias the instability
analysis results. Maximum growth rates at a finite transverse (cross-stream) wavelength were observed in some
cases, but the associated wavelengths were too long to
explain observed IS spacing and width. He concluded that
thermoviscous instabilities are unlikely to result in a spontaneous development of ice streams. Hindmarsh [2006b] also
demonstrated using a simpler model based on Macayeal
[1989] and Newtonian rheology (n = 1 in Glen’s law [Glen,
1952]) that the introduction of longitudinal stresses damps
instabilities. Balmforth et al. [2003] also demonstrated the
stabilizing effects of longitudinal stresses.
[7] In contrast to the above, we are interested here in the
potential destabilizing non-Newtonian effects of longitudi-
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nal stresses due to shear thinning effects. A small perturbation to the flow which increases the strain rate, will reduce
the effective viscosity (shear thinning), and therefore result
in a growth of the perturbation and a positive destabilizing
feedback. Consider a rough estimate of this effect in the
context of ice streams. The effective viscosity under Glen’s
, where the second invariant of the rate
law is m = 12B_[(1/n)1]
II
of strain tensor is _2II = 12_ij_ij, and B is the temperaturedependent ice stiffness parameter. Assuming plug flow in
the context of ice streams, the rate of strain is dominated by
the horizontal shear within the shear margins which can be
scaled as UIS/L, with a typical ice stream velocity, UIS =
1 km a1, and the width of ice stream shear margins, L = 5 km.
In the interior of the ice sheet, the dominant rate of strain is
due to the vertical shear, and is of the order of Uinterior/H,
where we can use Uinterior = 1 m a1 and an ice sheet thickness
scale of H = 3 km. We therefore have, for n = 3 and a
constant B, an order of magnitude estimate,

ð1n1Þ
UIS =L
 0:015:

minterior
Uinterior =H
mIS

ð1Þ

The effective viscosity can therefore change by 2 orders of
magnitude, which may result in interesting dynamics
regardless of the potentially larger temperature induced
changes in B. The shear thinning effect exists, of course,
only for n > 1, which results in a significantly more
complicated mathematical problem than the Newtonian case
of n = 1. In order to be able to investigate these effects we
therefore neglect many other physical factors that are known
to be equally or even more important.
[8] Bottom sliding, of course, is a feedback that cannot be
neglected even in the simplest analysis of ice stream
formation. Laboratory studies show that till behaves like
granular material and is probably best modeled with plastic
rheology [Tulaczyk et al., 2000a]; yet it is unclear how the
resulting deformation should be modeled [Fowler, 2003]. In
fact some observations seem better fit with viscous rheology
[Hindmarsh, 1997, 1998]. A regularized coulomb friction
law to model basal sliding with cavitation was suggested by
Schoof [2005] and Gagliardini et al. [2007]. We assume the
ice to flow over a compressible viscous till layer, resulting
in a basal drag coefficient for the ice flow that varies with
the net meltwater content, as motivated by Tulaczyk et al.
[2000a] and Tulaczyk et al. [2000b]. Our till dynamics are
far simpler than those used, for example, by Dell’Isola and
Hutter [1998] and Balmforth et al. [2003] and is essentially
meant to crudely represent the positive destabilizing feedback between basal friction and melt water production, and
the enhanced flow speed [Fowler and Johnson, 1996,
1995].
[9] Our model geometry, like the physical processes
included, is highly idealized. The ice sheet flow is confined
within fixed side boundaries and perturbations to the mean
flow are assumed periodic in the along-flow direction. This
latter assumption is clearly not realistic as a description of
ice streams in Antarctica or other ice sheet, yet it is
commonly made when studying idealized instability models
of fluid flow when one is interested in the cross-flow
dynamics. Similarly, although our neglect of vertical shear
cannot be justified away from the ice stream where it is
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Figure 1. The geometry and components of the ice-till
model. We use Cartesian coordinates (x, y) for the (acrossmean flow, along mean flow) horizontal directions, and z for
the upward direction, as shown. The ice surface is at zs, and
the bed is at zb. The mean flow (thin arrows) has a shear in
the direction perpendicular to the mean flow.

dominant, neglecting vertical shear within the ice stream
and away from the bottom shear zone, may not be a bad
assumption [Fowler and Johnson, 1996, 1995; Macayeal,
1989]. This assumption is also motivated here by our wish
to allow physical insight via simplification of the model to
include only the absolutely necessary elements that are
needed to represent the two processes which are the focus
of this study.
[10] The main novel elements introduced here are, first,
the attempt to account for the shear thinning feedback (and
hence the use of non Newtonian flow law with n > 1) in an
analytic (or semianalytic) stability study; second, the combined investigation of bottom sliding due to meltwater
production and longitudinal stresses, and, third, the analysis
of the linear stability of a horizontally sheared flow as
opposed to a horizontally uniform flow that was considered
in previous studies [Hindmarsh, 2006b, 2004a]. The effective viscosity becomes singular if the equations are linearized about a mean flow with no shear, and linearizing
around a shear flow as we do here is one of several possible
ways of regularizing the flow law [Baral et al., 2001;
Hutter, 1983; Jóhannesson, 1992].
[11] We strongly emphasize that this is meant to be a
concept paper, where we attempt to identify the role of only
two specific processes that may be relevant to ice stream
development, the shear thinning via longitudinal stresses
and bottom friction/sliding feedback. In order to do so we
neglect many other important factors such as the temperature dependence of the viscosity and therefore the entire set
of thermoviscous couplings [Hindmarsh, 2004a] and vertical shear within the ice, we choose an idealized flow
geometry, and we abandon realism to allow a better analysis
and understanding of the dynamics.
[12] The existence of pure ice streams of a given width
over homogeneous bottom that does not dictate a priori this
width implies both an instability mechanism that results in
the formation of these streams, and also stabilizing feedbacks at longer and shorter cross-stream wavelengths. By
studying the simple ice flow model, we are able to point to
potential stabilizing feedbacks at both short and long scales.
Specifically, flow instability occurs due to the bottom
sliding feedbacks rather than to the shear thinning feedback;
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basal friction results in meltwater production which weakens the till, leads to faster flow and to more basal heating
and meltwater production, and therefore to a positive
feedback which results in an instability similar to that of
Fowler and Johnson [1996, 1995]. We also discuss potential extensions that may result in shear thinning playing a
more dominant destabilizing role. Stability at short transverse (cross-stream) wavelengths is due to momentum
dissipation by longitudinal shear stresses, as by Hindmarsh
[2006b]. At long transverse wavelengths, stability occurs
below a threshold along-flow wavelength due to Nye
diffusion [Nye, 1959; Gudmundsson, 2003], a physical
process which can be described as a gravitationally driven
flow divergence feedback.
[13] The paper proceeds as follows. The model geometry,
equations and boundary conditions are described in
section 2. We then describe a steady solution with a mean
flow in a given direction (e.g., northward) and a uniform
shear in cross-stream direction (e.g., east-west) and write the
equations for small perturbations to this mean flow (section
3). The linear stability is analyzed in section 4. The analysis
is first performed on a homogeneous (constant coefficients)
approximation to the linearized problem in a horizontally
unbounded domain (section 4.1) and then to the full
linearized equations in a bounded domain (section 4.2).
The instability mechanism and the sensitivity to the model
parameters are analyzed in section 5, and we conclude in
section 6.

2. Model Equations
2.1. Ice Model
[14] The idealized ice sheet we model is two-dimensional
and isothermal. The upper ice surface is at zs(x, y, t) and the
base slides over a layer of till at zb(x, y) (Figure 1). See the
notation section for definitions. We assume no vertical shear
within the ice itself, effectively assuming that till viscosity is
much smaller than the effective ice viscosity so that the
vertical shear is concentrated in the till itself [Macayeal,
1989], as discussed in section 1. The depth-integrated
momentum equations for a steady, low Reynolds number,
incompressible and depth-independent ice flow [Macayeal,
1989] are then





2mh 2_xx þ _yy ;x þ 2mh_xy ;y  rghzs;x  t bxz ¼ 0;


2mh_xy






þ 2mh _xx þ 2_yy ;y  rghzs;y  t byz ¼ 0;
;x

ð2Þ

where F,xi  @F/@xi, the ice thickness h  zs  zb is
assumed much smaller than the horizontal scale (although
this is not strictly the case in ice stream margins), and _ is
the ice strain rate tensor,
_ij ¼


1
ui;j þ uj;i :
2

ð3Þ

The ice deforms according to a power law-viscous
constitutive relation
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where t is the deviatoric stress tensor, and m is the effective
viscosity,
1 ð11Þ
m ¼ B_IIn :
2

ð5Þ

The ice stiffness parameter, B, is assumed constant, _2II =
u2,x + v,y2 + u,xv,y + 14(u,y + v,x)2 is the second invariant of the
strain rate tensor and n is the flow law exponent. The
bottom shear stresses t bxz and t byz, which couple the ice to
the subglacial till, are described in detail in section 2.2.
[15] Mass conservation implies


h;t ¼ M  ðuhÞ;x ðvhÞ;y þ kh h;xx þ h;yy ;

ð6Þ

where M is the net accumulation rate and the diffusion term
can represent thickness diffusion due to snow drift but in
fact is introduced to prevent numerical noise, so that kh is
chosen to have the minimum possible value.
2.2. Till Model
[16] The nature of till rheology is not fully understood.
Plastic deformation is consistent with lab experiments and
with borehole measurements [Engelhardt and Kamb, 1998,
1997; Engelhardt et al., 1990; Kamb, 1991; Tulaczyk et al.,
2000b], which suggests that to leading order the till failure
strength is independent of strain rates [Tulaczyk et al.,
2000a, 2000b]. Viscous rheology, on the other hand, predicts till deformation over greater depths, which is consistent with geological observations for most Ross embayment
IS, except Whillans ice stream [Hart et al., 1990], and has
the potential to explain IS surface structure [Hindmarsh,
1998]. Hindmarsh [1997] argued that individual till dislocations behave plastically but that the net effect of
multiple dislocations on the large scale is effectively
viscous.
[17] On the basis of the above arguments we adopt a
viscous till rheology in this work. We wish to include the
feedback between meltwater production, changed void
ratio, and basal friction [Fowler and Johnson, 1996,
1995]. For this purpose we assume that the friction applied
by the till to the base of the ice sheet may be represented by
a simple drag law with a drag coefficient that incorporates
the Coulomb-compressive-plastic model introduced by
Tulaczyk et al. [2000b]. As shown by Tulaczyk et al.
[2000a], the soil failure strength acting along a given shear
plane, t f, is determined to leading order by the void ratio,
which in turn is determined by the ice pressure acting
against the till pore pressure (effective normal stress). The
void ratio e, defined as the ratio of pore volume to the
volume of till solids, decreases logarithmically as the
effective normal stress increases. This implies an exponential dependence between the till failure strength and the void
ratio. We therefore let
tb ¼

a ebe
u;
hvi

ð7Þ

b
b
where t b = (txz
, tyz
) are the two bottom shear stress
components at the ice-till interface, u = (u, v) the horizontal
ice velocity, a and b are constant that depend on the till
coefficient of compressibility, internal friction angle and
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reference values for the effective normal stress and void
ratio, and hvi is a normalizing velocity scale.
[18] The till void ratio rate of change is assumed proportional to the rate of change of the net available meltwater,
e;t ¼

mr  dr
;
Zt

ð8Þ

where mr is the basal melt rate, dr is the drainage rate and Zt
is the thickness of the active till layer. Meltwater production
is due to heat generation by shear heating due to the friction
at the ice-till interface, and due to a geothermal heat flux, G.
Heat loss from the till is due to diffusive conduction via the
ice and hence should be proportional to the temperature
gradient at the base of the ice. In the present isothermal
model we account for the heat loss through conduction
away from the till layer by using a crude void ratio
dissipation term of the form ne. An alternative interpretation of this term could be a crude parameterization of loss of
water to a subglacial aquifer underlying the till layer (C.
Schoof, personal communication, 2007). Basal melt rate is
hence determined by the net available heat at the base of the
ice [e.g., Tulaczyk et al., 2000b; Schoof, 2004],
mr ¼


1  b
t u þ G  ne ;
Li r

ð9Þ

where Li is the latent heat of fusion. Hence the void ratio
rate of change is
e;t ¼



 dr
1  b
t u þ G  ne  þ ke e;xx þ e;yy ;
Zt
Zt Li r

ð10Þ

where a diffusion term was introduced for the same
numerical reasons as in the case of the continuity
equation (6) as well as to crudely represent the horizontal
spreading of melt water through the till.
2.3. Boundary Conditions
[19] To close the set of two momentum equations, mass
continuity and the equation for the rate of change of the till
void ratio, eight boundary conditions are specified on the
lateral boundaries. The boundaries parallel to the mean flow
are assumed rigid and hence with no normal flow. In order
to simplify the analysis, the perturbation shear stress at these
boundaries is assumed to vanish (free slip), as well as the
normal gradients of thickness and void ratio, implying no
diffusive flux of ice or meltwater across the boundary. Our
mean flow solution to be described below does have
nonvanishing stress and thickness gradients at the boundary,
a necessary compromise in order to make the instability
analysis tractable. One of our more significant deviations
from realism is the assumption that the perturbations to the
mean flow are periodic in the direction along the mean flow.
As explained in the introduction, this simplifies the analytical analysis of the flow stability, as will be evident in
section 3. Our boundary conditions on the boundaries
parallel to the mean flow, at x = 0, L are therefore
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and at the boundaries perpendicular to the mean flow y =
0, L,
vð x; 0Þ ¼ vð x; LÞ;

hð x; 0Þ ¼ hð x; LÞ;

t xy ð x; 0Þ ¼ t xy ð x; LÞ;

eð x; 0Þ ¼ eð x; LÞ:

B05411

[24] We are interested in finding a mean flow solution
with a constant (uniform) shear in the transverse direction,
of the form

ð12Þ

v ¼ v0 þ sx:

ð15Þ

[20] It is useful to note at this point that while the positive
destabilizing feedback here is similar to that used by Fowler
and Johnson [1995, 1996], there are some important differences. Our formulation includes a time dependence, whereas
Fowler and Johnson consider a purely spatial patterning
problem in steady state. Also, our periodic boundary conditions
do not allow loss of basal water or of ice out of the domain,
while Fowler and Johnson deal explicitly with the finite domain
size. And finally, our analysis includes the longitudinal stresses
neglected by Fowler and Johnson.

The solution for the other fields that satisfies the mean flow
equations (14) is found to be

3. Linearized Model

where Zb, Zs are the slopes of the ice bed and surface
respectively, H0, v0 and e0 are constants appearing in the
mean thickness, velocity and void ratio, while the parameter
s is the mean flow shear. Note that this solution has the
bottom sloping in both the x and y directions, as opposed to
the usual glaciological situation in which the ice flows down
hill. Such a topography is the simplest we have found which
supports the specified mean shear flow (15) which is needed
to regularize the effective viscosity. While in a flow over
frictionless, uniform sloped bed the longitudinal shear stress
t xy is proportional to the across-flow coordinate x [e.g.,
Hindmarsh, 2006a], in this particular case the mean shear
stress is the constant t xy = B(s/2)1/n.
[25] Specifying H0, Zb, Zs, and e0 and plugging (15) and
(16) into (14), we find the following constraints on the other
parameters required to satisfy the mean equations:

[21] The problem involves solving four coupled partial
deferential equations (2), (6), and (10), together with the
boundary conditions (11) and (12). In this part we linearize
the problem, describe the mean field solution and define the
perturbation problem to be solved in section 4.
3.1. Linearization
[22] We assume the mean flow to be along one direction
(along-flow, y) with shear in the perpendicular direction
(transverse, x), and the mean till void ratio to be homogeneous. Hence the fields of interest are decomposed to a
mean and perturbation parts as follows
u ¼ u0 ð x; y; t Þ

h ¼ H0 þ Zb x;
e ¼ e0 ;
ð16Þ
zs ¼ H0  Zs y;
zb ¼ Zb x  Zs y;

v ¼ vð xÞ þ v0 ð x; y; t Þ

rgZs Zb
t0

ð17Þ

B0 sZb þ 2rgZs H0
2t 0

ð18Þ

s¼

ð13Þ
h ¼ hð x; yÞ þ h0 ð x; y; t Þ
e ¼ e þ e0 ð x; y; tÞ
v0 ¼

where an overline denotes the mean fields and prime refers
to the perturbation fields. The above linearization implies
that the effective ice viscosity is decomposed into a mean
and perturbed components, denoted respectively by m and
m0. It also implies that we do not assume any perturbation in
quantities such as G, n, dr, or M. Substituting (13) into (2),
(6), and (10), we obtain equations for the mean flow by
neglecting the perturbations, as well as linearized equations
for the perturbations.
3.2. Mean Field Equations and Solution
[23] The equations for the mean fields are


0 ¼ mhv;x ;y rghzs;x


0 ¼ mhv;x ;x  t 0 v  rghzs;y


 
0 ¼ M  vh ;y þ kh h;xx þ h;yy


0 ¼ t 0 v2 þ G  ne  dr Li r þ ke e;xx þ e;yy

where t 0  aebe /hvi.

ð14Þ

M ¼0

G  ne0  dr Li r ¼ 

ðB0 sZb þ 2rgZs ðH0 þ Zb xÞ Þ2
t0

ð19Þ

ð20Þ

where B0  B(s/2)(1/n1). The first two equations (17) and
(18) relate the mean ice velocity to the ice sheet geometry
and rheological properties of both the ice and till. The third
relation (19) implies zero net mean accumulation, and the
last one (20) implies that the mean heat flux out of the till
due to geothermal, conduction and drainage processes
grows quadratically with x. Note that we have assumed e0 to
be constant above. The spatial dependence on x on the righthand side of (20) needs therefore to be interpreted as a
dependence of the geothermal heating term, G, and/or the
drainage component dr, but not of e0 for consistency. Setting
Zs = 3 103, Zb = 3 104 and H0 = 1800 m, implies
v0 ’ 4.6 m a1 and sL ’ 0.77 m a1.
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Table 1. Dimensionless Parameters of the Perturbation
Equations (26) and (27), (28), (29), and (30) as a Function of the
Dimensional Parameters, and Their Numerical Values Based on the
Notation Section
Parameter

bt 0 v20 þ n D L
Zt rLi U H0
D L
Hn = Z nrL U
H0
t
i
t0 L U
F = rgH
0 D
E
Fe = Fbv0 U

Z

T¼

’0.166
’1.66
’0.3
’2 103

H=

P = 2nS
1
R = B0 2s rgH

The timescale T is chosen from the mass continuity equation
such that the thickness rate of change, h,t is balanced by the
perturbation mass advection terms, hu,x and hv,y so that

Value

S = 2n 1þ 1
N = 4nS

0

Z = Zs
b

’9.6

103

’1.9
’0.83
’1.2

104
105



’1.7

10

kh UD LH1 0

’1.1

108

Ke =

ke UD LH1 0

’1.1

1010


Nu;xx þ Su;yy þ v;xy  h;x þ Dh;y  Fu



0 ¼ Sdh v;x þ ð1 þ dh xÞ u;xy þ Sv;xx þ Nv;yy  h;y
þ Dh;x þ Zdh h þ Sd h u;y
þ ð1 þ dv xÞFe e  Fv

x y
x* ; y* ¼ ; ;
L L

u* ; v* ¼

h* ¼

u0 v0
; ;
U U

h0
;
D

e* ¼

t* ¼

e0
;
E

t
T

ð21Þ

ð22Þ

where the asterisk denotes dimensionless variables. The
problem is linear, and therefore there is an overall scale that
is arbitrarily determined. Let this scale be given by the
velocity scale U. As a length scale we choose L = 1000 km,
while D, E and T are set by scaling considerations: The scale
D is chosen by balancing the gravitational driving stress
forcing with the longitudinal shear stress in the momentum
equations. The scale E is chosen by balancing void ratio
expansion due to meltwater production and contraction due
to heat conduction and shear force, in the void ratio
equation. Hence,
D ¼ UB0

E¼U

2n þ 1
2nrgL

2t 0 v0
:
bt 0 v20 þ n

ð26Þ



h;t ¼ d h u  ð1 þ d h xÞ u;x þ v;y  Að1 þ dh xÞh;y

[26] The mean flow solution for the velocities, void ratio
and ice thickness satisfies the periodic boundary conditions,
although the mean surface elevation and bottom topography
do not. The mean flow also satisfies the no-normal flow and
no void ratio gradient on the lateral boundaries. Homogeneous boundary conditions are not satisfied by the mean
flow as h,x = Zb and v,x = s, as discussed in section 2.3.
3.3. Perturbation Flow Equations
[27] Given the mean flow solution, we proceed to nondimensionalize the perturbation equations. We introduce the
following scales for the fields and coordinates:

ð25Þ

0 ¼ N dh u;x þ Pdh v;y þ ð1 þ dh xÞ

4

Kh =

D L
:
U H0

This implies that T is of the order of 10 to 102 years (had we
scaled T by balancing the time rate of change in the
continuity equation with vh,y or uh,x, the time scale would
be of the order of 106 years and 103 years, respectively).
[28] On the basis of the above, the linearized dimensionless perturbation problem is

=10

D v0
A=U
H0
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þ Kh h;xx þ h;yy
e;t ¼ ð1 þ d v xÞHv  He  ð H  Hn Þð2 þ dv xÞdv xe


þ Ke e;xx þ e;yy

where the * were dropped, d h = ZbL/H0, d v = sL/v0 and
where the value of the capitalized dimensionless coefficients is shown in Table 1 in terms of the dimensional
quantities.
[29] This set of equations, which involves nonconstant
coefficients, is solved numerically in section 4.2 with the
proper boundary conditions, as specified in section 2.3. Yet
it turns out to be useful to first analyze an approximate
form. First, the fact that d h  dv  1 implies that all
coefficients in (26) may be assumed spatially constant,
which is essentially the quasi-uniform flow approximation
[Hindmarsh, 2004b]. Second, we have carefully examined
the magnitude of each of the terms in the equations (26) and
found that the dominant terms for a wide range of parameters are those involving the coefficients S, N, H, F and Fe
only. This leads to a much simpler form of the linear
perturbation problem,

ð23Þ

ð24Þ
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0 ¼ Nu;xx þ Su;yy þ v;xy  h;x  Fu

ð27Þ

0 ¼ u;xy þ Sv;xx þ Nv;yy  h;y þ Fe e  Fv

ð28Þ

h;t ¼ u;x  v;y

ð29Þ

e;t ¼ Hv  He

ð30Þ
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Figure 2. The infinite domain, constant coefficient approximation to the growth rates (a) =(w+) and (b)
=(w) in ka1 as function of the wave numbers k, l for F ’ 9672, Fe ’ 19,206, n = 2.5 and H ’ 0.306.
The thick black curves are the neutral curves, and the gray curves mark the maximum growth rate at a
constant l.
which is solved in the first part of section 4. The
approximate form of the linear problem allows us to derive
an analytic expression for the rate of growth of small
perturbations. We then further justify this approximation

below by comparing its results to the numerical solution of
the fuller equations. It is also interesting to note that had we
used a regularization of an effective viscosity m (e.g., m =
B[_2 + d20](1n)/2n/2) instead of using a nonzero mean shear
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as done here, the resulting equations would be similar to our
(27) – (30) (C. Schoof, personal communication, 2007).

4. Linearized Stability Analysis
[30] In this section we solve the linear perturbation
problem derived in section 3. We first present an analytic
solution to the approximated form of the perturbation
problem (27), (28), (29), and (30) in an unbounded domain.
We then solve numerically the full linear equations with the
nonconstant coefficients (26), and in a laterally bounded
domain with the boundary conditions (11) and (12). We
show that the approximate unbounded solution predicts
very accurately the eigenmodes of the exact solution, up
to the quantization of the eigenmodes induced by the
boundaries.
4.1. Constant Coefficients in an Unbounded Domain
Approximation
[31] The system (27), (28), (29), and (30) in an unbounded domain has a plane wave solution of the form
iðkxþlywt Þ

Fub ð x; y; t Þ ¼ xub e

ð31Þ

where Fub = (u, v, h, e)T, xub is a vector of constant
coefficients, k and l are the wave numbers corresponding to
the x (transverse) and y (along-flow) directions respectively,
and the imaginary part of the frequency, =(w), is the growth
rate. Only two out of the four equations in (27), (28), (29),
and (30) are prognostic (time-dependent), and hence the
solution for the growth rate can be reduced to that of a two
by two linear system:
0
@

aðk; l Þ þ iw

bðk; l Þ

g ðk; l Þ

dðk; l Þ þ iw

10
A@

eo

1
A ¼ 0:

ho

The functions a, b, g and d depend on the wave numbers k
and l and on the dimensionless coefficients and are either
real or imaginary,
Fe H
 H;
f  yl 2

ð32Þ

b¼i

ðl þ yl ÞH
;
f  yl2

ð33Þ

g¼i

ðl þ yl ÞFe
;
f  yl 2

ð34Þ

a¼

d ¼yþ

ðl þ yl Þ2
;
f  yl 2

ð35Þ

where f(k, l) = (F + k2S + l2N) and y(k, l) = k2(F + k2N +
+ l2S)1. The growth rate is given by the two solutions
(
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ)
1
4bg
=ðw Þ ¼
ða þ d Þ  ða  d Þ< 1 þ
2
ða  d Þ2

ð36Þ
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and is shown in Figure 2 as a function of the two wave
numbers.
[32] Both solutions give rise to unstable modes in a
partially overlapping k, l regime for seemingly reasonable
parameter choices. However, the maximum growth rate at a
given l obtained from the solution =(w) is smaller than the
one obtained by =(w+) for all l, as shown in Figure 3. On
this basis we limit the discussion in the following sections to
the larger growth rate solution =(w+).
[33] The solution =(w+) is seen to be unstable at long
transverse wavelengths (k ! 0) but stable at short transverse wavelengths (k ! 1) (Figure 2a). The maximum
growth rate for values of the long-flow wave number l above
a certain threshold (l/p 3) occurs at an intermediate
transverse wave number, thereby demonstrating a scale
selective instability. However, the global maximum of the
growth rate occurs at infinitely long waves (both k and
l approaching zero). These features as well as other properties of the instability mechanism will be analyzed and
discussed in sections 5 and 6.
4.2. Laterally Bounded Domain
[34] Next, we solve the full linear perturbation system
with nonconstant coefficients (26), imposing the boundary
conditions specified by (11) and (12). Assuming a solution
of the form,
Ffull ð x; y; t Þ ¼ xfull ð xÞeiðlywtÞ

ð37Þ

where Ffull = (u, v, h, e)T and where xfull(x) is a vector of
eigenfunctions to be calculated, reduces (26) to a system of
four second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
for u, v, h and e, with nonconstant coefficients, and with l
and w as parameters. Alternatively, this system of second
order ODEs can be represented as a set of first-order ODEs
of the form
Y;x ¼ Bð x; l; wÞY

ð38Þ


T
Y ¼ u; v; h; e; u;x ; v;x ; h;x ; e;x

ð39Þ

where

and where B is an eight by eight matrix. We solve this
boundary value problem using the MATLAB bvp4c solver.
Once the along-flow wave number, l, is specified, this
problem involves solving for eight coefficients and one
parameter, w, which requires nine additional conditions. The
boundary conditions of the original problem include eight
equations (11) and (12), and one additional constraint comes
from specifying the otherwise arbitrary overall scale for the
linear solution, by setting the value of h(x = 0).
[35] Figure 4 shows the numerical solution for the growth
rate =(w) calculated as function of the transverse wave
number k (pluses), together with the analytic solution (lines)
of the constant coefficient unbounded domain approximation (36), for three different values of the along-flow wave
number, l. Note that the transverse wave number does not
appear in the full linear equations solved by the boundary
value problem solver, and that the pluses in Figure 4 are
calculated as function of k as follows. The solver is
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Figure 3. The maximum growth rate =(w±) in ka1 (horizontal axis) for a given value of the along-flow
wave number l for all values of the transverse wave number k, as function of the along-flow wave number
l (vertical axis). Both solutions are drawn, using the unbounded domain, constant coefficient
approximation (36) for F ’ 9672, Fe ’ 19,206, n = 2.5 and H ’ 0.306. This demonstrates that
=(w+) > =(w) for all l.

Figure 4. The growth rate =(w+) in ka1, calculated numerically for the full linear problem with
nonconstant coefficients in a bounded domain (pluses) and the unbounded domain analytic solution
(lines) as a function of the k wave number of the unbounded domain solution for l/p = 8, 10, 14, which
correspond to dimensional along-flow wavelengths of 250, 200, and 143 km, respectively. Mode
quantization is clearly seen at low transverse (cross-flow) wave numbers. The eigenfunctions of the most
unstable mode for l/p = 14 (circle) are shown in Figure 5.
9 of 17
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Figure 5. The eigenfunctions u, v, h, and e, of the most unstable mode obtained from the solution of the
full linear problem, for dimensional along-flow wavelength of 143 km (l/p = 14, marked by the circle in
Figure 4).

initialized with the spatial structure and the eigenvalue w of
the solution to the constant coefficient problem for a
specified value of the transverse wave number k. The
resulting eigenvalue of the full problem is then plotted as
function of this wave number k.
[36] The boundary value problem solution clearly agrees
well with the approximate analytic solution. A mode quantization is apparent in the boundary value problem solution
as a grouping of the frequencies into discrete values,
especially at long wavelengths, as is typical of eigenvalue
problems in a bounded regime [Haberman, 2004, p. 42].
[37] Figure 5 shows the spatial structure of the eigenfunctions u, v, h and e at t = 0, y = 0, obtained by solving the
full nonconstant coefficient problem in a bounded solution,
and corresponding to the most unstable mode for l/p = 14.
While the eigensolutions of the unbounded solution are
simply sines and cosines, the eigenfunctions of the full
problem are only quasiperiodic in space, due to the presence
of inhomogeneities (nonconstant coefficients) in the full
problem. As expected, the average wavelength of the
bounded solution eigenfunctions is similar to the wavelength of the analytic solution from which it was obtained
using the initialization procedure explained above.

5. Discussion
5.1. Instability Mechanism
[38] We see a good agreement between the numerically
calculated growth rates of the linear problem with nonconstant coefficients (26) and those of the linear constant
coefficient approximation in an unbounded domain (27),
(28), (29), and (30), as demonstrated by Figure 4. This
agreement suggests that the constant coefficient approximation, including both making the quasi-uniform flow approx-

imation and dropping other small terms, is indeed consistent
in the sense that the simpler constant coefficient equations
reproduce the results of the fuller ones. We therefore study
the instability mechanism by analyzing the growth rate
solution (36) of the constant coefficient unbounded domain
approximation.
[39] In this section we analyze the distribution of unstable
modes as a function of the wave numbers (or equivalently
wavelengths) in the (transverse, along-flow) directions, (k,
l), and discuss the instability mechanism. We distinguish
between short, intermediate, and long transverse wavelengths.
[40] The main source of instability at all transverse wavelengths is the weakening of the bottom friction by meltwater
production [e.g., Tulaczyk et al., 2000a, 2000b; Fowler and
Johnson, 1996, 1995]. Momentum dissipation through basal
friction results in heating and production of meltwater; the
resulting increase of the till void ratio weakens the till and
hence reduces the resistance to ice sliding and accelerates
the flow. This leads to more basal heating, melting and
further increase in the void ratio, and therefore to a positive
feedback which results in an instability. We will shortly see
that for values of the along-flow wavelengths ly = 2p/l below
500 km or so, the instability growth rate as function of the
transverse wavelength lx = 2p/k peaks for a range of
transverse wavelengths that roughly coincide with observed
widths of pure ice streams. This points to the existence of
stabilizing feedbacks at long and short transverse wavelengths, which we now discuss.
[41] At long transverse wavelengths, stability occurs
through a mechanism we can describe as a gravitationally
driven flow divergence feedback. This refers to the coupling
of the driving pressure gradient in a given direction due to
the surface slope (e.g., ghy in the dimensional form of
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equation (28)), and the mass flux divergence in the same
direction (e.g., H0vy in the dimensional form of equation (29)).
The surface slope creates a horizontal pressure gradient
which drives a flow, and the driven flow divergence then
acts to eliminate the surface slope and stabilize the flow. This
negative feedback is active in both horizontal directions and
is dominant at long but not infinite wavelengths. The growth
rate at long transverse wavelengths is given by
=ðwþ Þk!0 


1=2 
H ðFe  F Þ  l 2 NH  l 2 :
2
Fþl N

ð40Þ

The third term on the right-hand side of (40) is the dominant
stabilizing term which represents the gravitationally driven
flow divergence feedback due to the two components
mentioned above. The dependence on l2 in the growth
rate, indicates that this stabilizing feedback is nothing but
the Nye diffusion [Nye, 1960, 1959; Gudmundsson, 2003]
which is derived from a similar combination of a bottom
sliding law and the mass continuity equation. Clearly, the
sign of the growth rate depends on the right-hand side of
(40). In the case when Fe > F the first term is always
positive which means that the diffusion terms in (40)
determine the stability. However, when Fe < F the growth
rate is always negative.
[42] At short transverse wavelengths, momentum dissipates through longitudinal stress gradients, as demonstrated
by Hindmarsh [2006b] for n = 1. Beyond some transverse
wavelength, this mechanism stabilizes the flow completely.
The growth rate at short transverse wavelengths is given by

=ðwþ Þk!1  H


Fe

1
:
F þ k 2 S þ l2 N

ð41Þ

As k ! 1, the first term in the parentheses vanishes,
leaving the growth rate equal to the negative and therefore
stable H. This stabilizing mechanism is somewhat unusual
and therefore interesting. Typically, viscosity terms in
Newtonian fluids at higher Reynolds numbers, with time
derivatives included in the momentum equations, result in a
growth rate that is proportional to the negative of the wave
number squared (/k2). However, in the low Reynolds
number case of a Stokes flow, where the momentum
equations are diagnostic (no time derivatives), the effect of
the viscosity is combined with that of the prognostic (timedependent) equations. Specifically, the stabilizing H term
in (41) results from the term He in the void ratio equation
representing reduction of basal heat dissipation and heat
loss through conduction from the ice sheet base (or in the
alternative interpretation of ne in (9), loss of water to a
deeper aquifer).
[43] At long wavelengths, basal friction dominates momentum dissipation, and via the induced basal melting
results in a destabilizing feedback. As the transverse wave
number k increases, the longitudinal stress terms in the
linearized equations (Nu,xx in (27) and Sv,xx in (28)) which
represent momentum dissipation via horizontal momentum
diffusion, become increasingly dominant. For large enough
k (short wavelengths), the strong induced velocity contrasts
result in large longitudinal and lateral stresses which grow
like k2. Because no available stresses due to other terms in
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the equations can provide balance, the perturbation ice
velocities become smaller and smaller. The vanishing velocities weaken the destabilizing basal friction heating (Hv
in (30)), making the void ratio decrease via a reduction in
the heat dissipation and conduction (He in (30)), which
remains the only significant term on the right-hand side of
this equation. Hence the above asymptotic result for the
growth rate at the limit of infinite k.
[44] The instability growth rate does not vanish at very
large scales, when both (k, l) vanish, but rather it has a
maximum. This implies that the most unstable mode has no
spatial structure associated with it, as was the cases of
Hindmarsh [2006b, 2004a], Clarke et al. [1977], and Nye
and Robin [1971]. It is not clear whether this behavior is
physical; it does not occur at all parameter regimes in this
study (see case F > Fe below) and is perhaps due to the
oversimplifications involved in our model formulation. This
is further discussed in section 6.
[45] However, for along-flow perturbation wavelengths
(2p/l) above about 300 km in Figure 2a, the rate of growth
has a maximum for an intermediate transverse wavelength
(2p/k) that roughly corresponds to the width of observed
pure ice streams. This preferential growth at an intermediate
wavelength is encouraging, and may indicate that the simple
model here contains some of the elements that lead to the
determination of the width of observed ice streams. Now,
we note that the along-flow wavelength of the perturbation
cannot take values larger than the basin length in the alongflow direction. We therefore conclude that for a finite
domain size in the along-flow direction, the model displays
preferential growth at a wavelength roughly corresponding
to the width of ice streams. The maximum growth rate at
intermediate transverse wavelengths is found at even longer
along-flow wavelengths 2p/l (and hence for longer domain
size in this direction) for other parameter choices
(section 5.2). The physics we find here for the preferential
growth at an intermediate wave length is, of course, the
selective dissipation of short waves by longitudinal stress
gradients and of long waves by the Nye diffusion, or
equivalently the gravitationally driven flow divergence
feedback discussed above.
[46] The criterion for stability in infinitely long alongflow and transverse wavelength (both k, l ! 0) is that
F > Fe ;

ð42Þ

where we note again that F is the nondimensional bottom
friction coefficient and Fe represents the weakening of the
bottom friction due to the meltwater effect. The physical
interpretation of this condition is simply that the model is
unstable at long wavelengths when the destabilizing
positive feedback due to the meltwater production overcomes the bottom friction. The gravitationally driven flow
divergence feedback (that is, the Nye diffusion) relies on
both anomaly pressure gradients and anomaly divergence,
both of which vanish at the limit of both k, l ! 0. Therefore
this mechanism cannot stabilize the flow at the large
wavelength limit, and the remaining mechanism of bottom
friction is the only way to achieve such a stabilization, as
indicated by (42). When (42) is satisfied the unstable modes
are confined in a regime of small (but nonzero) along-flow
wave number and small (including zero) transverse wave
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Figure 6. The unstable domain as function of both wave numbers, shown by the neutral curve =(w+) =
0, for different values of Glenn’s law exponent n. The thick lines mark the neutral curves for a range of n
values, and the thin lines correspond to the transverse wave number km of the most unstable mode for a
constant l. The arrow points in the direction in which the thin lines mark growing values of n. Note there
is no qualitative difference between Newtonian (n = 1) and non-Newtonian fluids.
number (see Figures 7 and 8). In this case there are values of l
for which the most unstable mode is associated with nonzero
transverse wave number but the globally most unstable mode
has k = 0, so that it has no transverse structure.

[47] We therefore find an instability mechanism, as well
as interesting preferential growth at an intermediate transverse wavelength due to stabilizing feedbacks that stabilize
the flow for both short and long transverse wavelengths.

Figure 7. The unstable domain as function of both wave numbers, shown by the neutral curve =(w+) =
0, for different values of the dimensionless number F. The thick lines mark the neutral curves for a range
of F values, and the thin lines correspond to the transverse wave number km of the most unstable mode for
a constant l. Each curve is marked by the corresponding values of F in units of K = 1000. The arrow
points in the direction in which the thin lines mark growing values of F. The curve (F = 19,000) is the
neutral curve that results from satisfying the condition F > Fe (42); see text.
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Figure 8. The unstable domain as function of both wave numbers, shown by the neutral curve =(w+) =
0, for different values of the dimensionless number Fe. The thick lines mark the neutral curves for a range
of Fe values, and the thin lines correspond to the transverse wave number km of the most unstable mode
for a constant l. Each curve is marked by the corresponding values of Fe mark in units of K = 1000. The
arrow points in the direction in which the thin lines mark growing values of Fe. The curve (Fe = 8000) is
the neutral curve that results from satisfying the condition F > Fe (42); see text.
The growth rate of the perturbations depends on the choices
for the model parameters, but we can find model parameters
for which the growth rate is of the order of hundreds of
years. See, for example, the growth rate in Figure 2a around
a transverse wavelength of lx = 75 km and along flow
wavelength of ly = 180 km, which is equal to =(w)  3 ka,
which translates into a dimensional growth timescale of
1/=(w)  330 years. It should be noted that the growth
rates found here are perhaps still too slow to account for
the observed switching on and off of the Antarctica ice
streams which seem to occur on a timescale of hundred(s)
of years.
5.2. Sensitivity to Parameters
[48] The solution (36) for the growth rate in the unbounded
constant coefficient linear perturbation case (equations (27),
(28), (29), and (30)), involves four dimensionless independent parameters, F, Fe, H and n (Table 1). In this section we
analyze the sensitivity of this approximate solution to these
four parameters. We find that generally the unstable domain
in the wavelengths space is not overly sensitive to the
different model parameters. In particular, the solution is not
qualitatively difference for a Newtonian fluid, when the
Glenn’s law exponent is set to n = 1, indicating that shear
thinning does not play a significant part in the instability
seen in this paper.
[49] Consider first the sensitivity to n, the exponent in the
effective ice viscosity (5). Figure 6 shows that the unstable
area changes quantitatively but not qualitatively as n varies
through several orders of magnitude. In particular, the
qualitative shape of the unstable domain and the general
instability mechanism are unchanged when ice is treated as

a Newtonian fluid (n = 1). This implies that shear thinning
does not play a major role in our results, in spite of the
related positive feedback mentioned in the introduction: a
small perturbation to the flow which enhances the strain
rates leads to a weakening of the effective viscosity, and
this, in turn, leads to a further increase in the perturbation
velocity and therefore to a positive feedback.
[50] As the ice flow law tends to be more plastic (large
values of n), the strength of longitudinal shear stresses
declines, and hence so does their effect as stabilizers at
short transverse wavelengths. This results in the expansion
of the unstable domain further into shorter transverse wavelengths and in a decreased scale of the most unstable modes
(Figure 6). However, the effect of meltwater spreading in
the till (represented by the term ker2e in (10)) grows with
the wave number like k2. Consequently, stability recovers as
the water lubrication is increasingly smeared within the till
(Ke in 26) as the wavelength gets shorter. This resembles the
negative hydraulic feedback of Fowler and Johnson [1995].
[51] The parameter F appears in both momentum equations (27) and (28), and accounts for nonscale-selective
momentum dissipation by bottom friction. As F increases,
so does the momentum dissipation and hence the area of the
unstable domain in the wavelengths plane reduces
(Figure 7). Since momentum dissipation through bottom
friction is larger as F increases, less is dissipated by
longitudinal stresses at a particular along-flow wavelength.
This implies that at that particular along-flow wavelength
the stabilizing effect of longitudinal stresses reduces and
hence that the most unstable mode shifts to a shorter
transverse wavelength with respect to a smaller F. This
shift is clearly shown by the thin curves in Figure 7.
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Figure 9. The unstable domain as function of both wave numbers, shown by the neutral curve =(w+) =
0, for different values of the dimensionless number H. The thick lines mark the neutral curves for a range
of H values and the thin lines correspond to the transverse wave number km of the most unstable mode for
a constant along the flow wave number l. The arrow points in the direction in which the thin lines mark
growing values of H.

[52] The parameter Fe appears in the along-flow momentum equation (28) and also originates from bottom friction.
This parameter, though, represents the positive feedback
between melt water production by shear heating at the icetill interface and flow velocity. Consequently the unstable
zone in the (k, l) plane expands with increasing F e
(Figure 8). The wave number km of the most unstable mode
reduces as Fe increases for a similar reason to that analyzed
above for the sensitivity to F, although in this case the
response is weaker at long and intermediate along-flow
wavelengths.
[53] As mentioned in section 5.1, the magnitude of F
relative to that of Fe has a critical effect on the stability due
to their opposite effects. In particular, as Fe  F approaches
zero from above, the unstable regime contracts toward the
origin of the (k, l) space, leaving only the very long waves
to be unstable (highest F contour in Figure 7 and lowest Fe
contour in Figure 8). When Fe  F < 0, the model is stable
for k, l approaching zero (infinitely long wavelengths). The
unstable domain is then confined to a small region with
finite values of l. The most unstable mode in this case has
k = 0 and l 6¼ 0.
[54] The final dimensionless number, H, scales the void
ratio rate of change (30). An increase of H implies a faster
response of the void ratio rate of change to variations of net
meltwater in the ice-till interface. This has a prominent
effect on the neutral curve at long transverse wavelengths,
since H affects the destabilizing processes at the ice-till
interface but does not affect the gravitationally driven flow
divergence feedback (Figure 9). Consequently, a decrease in
H increases the stability of modes with long wavelengths, as
clearly shown by the drift of the neutral curve at long
transverse wavelengths to long along-flow wavelengths,

until it converges into a bell shaped curve (the curve H =
0.002 in Figure 9) when H  Hc(l), where
" pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ#2
l F þ l 2 N  Fe
Hc ðl Þ ¼
:
F  Fe þ l 2 N

ð43Þ

The effect of H on long wavelengths is also evident by the
drift of the curves of most unstable modes to longer alongflow wavelength as H decreases. The neutral curve at long
transverse wavelengths is quite sensitive to variations in H.
The response of both the most unstable modes and of the
extent of the unstable area at short transverse wavelengths
are more sensitive to n.
[55] In summary, our finding that shear thinning n > 1
does not a play a significant role in the instability, as well as
the existence of instability at very long wavelengths, may be
due to the restrictive nature of our model and analysis,
including two factors in particular: first, the assumed linear
mean shear, and second, the linearized perturbation analysis. We cannot rule out that shear thinning may play a role in
an instability if the mean shear were not linear (i.e.,
nonuniform shear), or if we considered finite amplitude
weakly nonlinear effects. Both of these extensions may
result in a more prominent role of the shear thinning
feedback as follows. With shear thinning acting to further
destabilize the short waves, one could stabilize the very
long wavelengths using one of the nonscale selective
friction processes (e.g., bottom friction, via the F parameter). This may leave the intermediate wavelengths unstable,
possibly at wave lengths consistent with the observed width
of ice streams. This is clearly a very speculative suggestion
at this point.
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[56] The scale selection we find here in the cross-stream
direction occurs, as we have seen, only when l 6¼ 0. The
scale selection for l 6¼ 0 is interesting, yet does not seem
satisfactory as an explanation for observed ice stream
widths. A finite domain size (in the downstream (y) direction, without the periodic boundary conditions) will ultimately be a better way of understanding transverse
wavelength selection.

6. Conclusions
[57] The linearized stability of shear ice flow over a
homogeneous porous till layer was studied using an idealized ice sheet model in two horizontal dimensions that
includes longitudinal stresses and a bottom sliding feedback. The results of a linear stability analysis suggest that
such a configuration may be inherently unstable. The
potential implication is that pure ice streams, such as those
at Siple coast, west Antarctica, may possibly be the results
of a spontaneous instability of ice flow, which would be
consistent with their observed decoupling from specific
topographic features in Antarctica.
[58] The growth rate was calculated (1) analytically as
function of the two horizontal wavelengths in the limit of an
unbounded domain and neglecting all spatially varying
coefficients in the governing linearized equations and (2)
numerically in the fuller case of variable coefficients and a
bounded domain. An agreement between the two methods
was demonstrated. The main source of instability is the
weakening of the basal friction. Momentum dissipation
through basal friction and heating results in the production
of meltwater. The resulting increase of the till void ratio
weakens the till [Tulaczyk et al., 2000a, 2000b] and hence
reduces the resistance to ice sliding, accelerates the flow and
therefore leads to a positive destabilizing feedback [Fowler
and Johnson, 1996, 1995].
[59] For a finite domain size, the instability growth rate as
function of the transverse (cross-flow) wavelength peaks for
a range of transverse wavelengths that roughly coincide
with the observed widths of pure ice streams. This implies
stabilizing mechanisms at both short and long transverse
wavelengths which we have analyzed in detail. At short
transverse wavelengths, longitudinal stress gradients stabilize the flow, acting as a scale-selective dissipation mechanism [Hindmarsh, 2006b]. At long transverse wavelengths
stability occurs through the Nye diffusion mechanism [Nye,
1959; Gudmundsson, 2003] that can be described as a
gravitationally driven flow divergence feedback. This
involves a horizontal pressure gradient due to a surface
slope driving a flow, and the flow, in turn, acting to
eliminate the driving surface slope. The selection of intermediate unstable wavelengths occurs, however, only for
certain parameter and perturbation structure choices. The
stabilizing feedbacks found here are different from the one
analyzed by Fowler and Johnson [1996, 1995], although
the instability mechanisms are fundamentally similar.
[60] The instability and its mechanism were found to be
robust to changes in the problem parameters. In particular,
the instability does not change qualitatively as the ice flow
law is assumed Newtonian (n = 1), implying that shear
thinning does not play a role in the instability analyzed here.
We did not rule out the possibility that shear thinning
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enhances the instability of ice flow and leads to ice stream
formation based on the shear thinning feedback discussed in
the introduction. Furthermore, one expects shear thinning to
preferentially amplify the instability at short wavelength, as
perturbations with a small spatial scale would be characterized by a larger perturbation to the strain rates. That this
process does not play a role here is perhaps due to the
restrictive nature of our model and analysis. In particular,
we assume that the mean shear is uniform (that is, the
velocity amplitude is linear in the cross flow distance).
Using a nonuniform mean shear would allow additional
terms to enter the perturbation equations and perhaps
represent additional shear thinning effects in a way that
would lead to an instability. It is also possible that shear
thinning enters via a weakly nonlinear effect excluded by
our linearized analysis. Thus we feel that the role of
longitudinal shear stresses and of shear thinning in particular should be further investigated by not making the above
restrictive assumptions.
[61] While we are able to obtain some interesting qualitative understanding of some potential instability mechanisms that may be relevant to the formation of pure ice
streams, it is important to keep in mind that the model
analyzed here is, intentionally, very simple. As a result,
although we find that the instability is robust to the model
parameters, we still cannot determine if this instability
mechanism is relevant to the actual present or past ice
sheets and can lead to the spontaneous generation of pure
ice streams. In particular, two main features of our analysis
results prevent us from being able to attribute the development of actual pure ice streams to the instability mechanism
discussed here. First, for most parameter values, the instability is maximal at infinitely long wavelengths, (k, l) ! 0.
Second, the growth rates found here are of the order of
hundreds of years, and therefore perhaps too slow to
account for the observed switching on and off of the
Antarctic ice streams. This study, therefore, can only point
to an ice flow instability as a speculative potential mechanism for the spontaneous generation of pure ice streams.

Notation
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B
B0
D
E
F, Fe, H, S(n), N(n)
G
H0
L
Li
M
T
U
Zt
(Zs, Zb)

’ 70 MPa s1/n, ice stiffness.
= B(s/2)[(1/n)1].
ice thickness perturbation scale.
void-ratio perturbation scale.
dimensionless parameters of unbounded perturbation problem.
geothermal heating, equal to 0.07
W m2.
ice mean thickness at origin,
equal to 1800 m.
characteristic length scales, equal
to 1000 km.
latent heat of fusion, equal to
333.5 kJ kg1.
ice net accumulation.
timescale.
velocity perturbation scale.
active till thickness, equal to 1.8 m.
surface, bottom slopes, equal to
(3,0.3) 103.
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a till strength coefficient, equal to
3776 MPa.
b till strength exponent, equal to
20.
dr meltwater drainage rate.
e till void ratio.
e0 ice mean till void ratio, equal to
0.56.
g gravitational acceleration, equal
to 9.81 m s2.
h ice thickness.
(k, l) x, y (transverse, along-flow) wave
numbers.
km transverse wave number of the
most unstable mode for a constant
l.
mr basal melt rate
n ice flow law exponent, equal to
2.5.
s ice mean velocity shear.
t time.
(u, v, w) or (u1, u2, u3) ice velocity vector.
v0 ice mean velocity at origin
hvi normalizing velocity scale, equal
to 5 m a1.
(x, y, z) or (x1, x2, x3) position vector.
zs, zb surface, bottom topography.
a, b, g, d matrix components of the unbounded domain linearized equations.
d h, d v scale of nonconstant coefficient.
_ ice strain rate tensor.
_II second invariant of _ .
(kh, ke) thickness and void ratio diffusion
coefficients, equal to (105,107).
m ice effective viscosity.
n basal heat conduction coefficient,
equal to 0.001 W m2.
r ice density, equal to 900 kg m3.
t ice deviatoric stress tensor.
t b = (t bxz, t byz) bottom friction vector.
t 0 till drag coefficient, equal to
10,327 Pa a m1.
w perturbation eigenvalue.
F,xi  @F/@xi.
X mean field of X.
X0 perturbation field of X.
X* dimensionless form of X.
<; = real, imaginary operators.
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